Audit of CT scanning of paranasal sinuses in patients referred with facial pain*
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SUMMARY

Background: Computed tomography (CT) scans are performed by some clinicians in the belief that they are a useful primary investigation in patients with facial pain.

Objective: To assess the appropriateness and outcome of sinuses CT scans in patients with facial pain based on the European Position Paper on Chronic Rhinosinusitis and Nasal Polyps (EPOS) 2007 guideline and International Headache Society (IHS) criteria for diagnosing and investigating rhinosinusitis.

Methodology: The first cycle of audit was performed on 50 patients with facial pain who underwent CT scanning. The findings on nasal endoscopy, Lund-Mackay scores (LMS) of the scans and management of these patients were analysed. Following implementation of the IHS and EPOS criteria, 50 consecutive patients were re-audited.

Results: In the first cycle, 16% of patients had positive nasal endoscopic findings. Thirty patients had LMS of 0 and only 9 showed significant changes (LMS ≥ 8) on their scans. In the second cycle, only 10 patients underwent CT imaging as per EPOS guideline and 4 of them showed significant changes. The remaining 80% of patients in this cycle were diagnosed and treated for non-sinogenic causes.

Conclusion: Applying the IHS and EPOS criteria has reduced the number of inappropriate CT scans requests and allowed consideration of non-sinogenic aetiologies.
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Introduction

Facial pain is a common complaint in the otolaryngology outpatient setting and has numerous aetiologies for clinicians to consider. A comprehensive account of these causes can be found in the International Headache Society (IHS) Classification, which includes both neurological and non-neurological aetiologies (1). In the evaluation of facial pain, the primary goal for the otolaryngologist is to make a distinction between sinogenic and non-sinogenic causes. The complexity in managing facial pain is also often contributed by patients’ pre-conception that their symptoms are attributed to their sinuses.

Accurate history taking is essential in obtaining the correct diagnosis in patients with facial pain. The classic approach is to focus on the structures from which pain arises. Due to the similarities in pain localisation from non-sinogenic causes, there is a tendency to diagnose facial pain that is associated with rhinological symptoms as chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS). This usually lead clini-
cians to request computed tomography (CT) scans of paranasal sinuses as a primary investigation (2). The International Headache Society (IHS) does not validate chronic rhinosinusitis as a cause of headache or facial pain unless relapsing into an acute stage (1). Furthermore, the European Position Paper on Chronic Rhinosinusitis and Nasal Polyps (EPOS) 2007 stated that the diagnosis of CRS in patients with facial pain or pressure should be accompanied by two or more symptoms, one of which should be either nasal blockage/obstruction/congestion or nasal discharge (anterior/posterior nasal drip). Although CT scanning is the imaging modality of choice confirming the extent of pathology and the anatomy for example in surgical planning, it should not be used as the primary investigation except where there are unilateral or sinister signs and symptoms, or after failure of medical therapy (3).

This audit was performed to assess the appropriateness and outcome of CT scans of paranasal sinuses in patients referred with facial pain in the National Health Service (NHS) Grampian catchment area based on the standards outlined by the IHS and EPOS 2007; and whether applying these standards will avoid unnecessary CT scanning.

**Materials and methods**

**Standards for audit**

The diagnostic criteria for headache attributed to rhinosinusitis according to IHS are (1):

- Frontal headache accompanied by pain in one or more regions of the face, ears or teeth and fulfilling criteria C and D;
- Clinical, nasal endoscopic, CT and/or MRI imaging and/or laboratory evidence of acute or acute-on-chronic rhinosinusitis;
- Headache and facial pain that developed simultaneously with onset or acute exacerbation of rhinosinusitis;
- Headache and/or facial pain resolved within days after remission or successful treatment of acute or acute-on-chronic rhinosinusitis.

The EPOS 2007 diagnostic criteria for CRS are summarised below (3):

- Inflammation of the nose and the paranasal sinuses characterised by two or more symptoms, one of which should be either:
  - Nasal blockage/obstruction/congestion or nasal discharge (anterior or posterior drip)
  - +/- facial pain/pressure;
  - +/- reduction or loss of smell;
  - for more than 12 weeks;
- accompanied by endoscopic signs of:
  - Polyps and/or mucopurulent discharge primarily from middle meatus
  - and/or oedema or mucosal obstruction primarily in middle meatus

The CT scan is not recommended in both acute and chronic rhinosinusitis unless additional problems such as:

- very severe disease;
- immunocompromised patients;
- signs of complications.

CT scan can be useful in corroborating history and examination after failure of medical therapy or to demonstrate sinonasal anatomy for pre-operative planning.

**Clinical data**

The first cycle of audit was performed as a retrospective case notes review of new patients who were referred to the ENT clinic by their primary care practitioner for facial pain and subsequently, had CT scan of the paranasal sinuses. Fifty patients who underwent the CT scanning from January 2010 to June 2010 were selected. Data collected from the case notes of these patients include the indication for the scan, presence of rhinological or other symptoms, nasal endoscopy and other clinical examination findings. The CT scans were analysed and presence of CRS were staged using the Lund-Mackay scoring (LMS) system. The outcome after the CT scan was also analysed in terms of final diagnosis and further management.

Following the implementation of the diagnostic criteria from both IHS and EPOS, our clinical practice was re-audited. This was conducted by analysing 50 consecutive new outpatient facial pain referrals from primary care in NHS Grampian to the local ENT department. These patients suffered from chronic facial pain and did not have prior ENT examination or CT scan. The referral letters for these patients stated a request for ENT input in further management of their chronic rhinosinusitis conditions. A prospectively kept database held in the secure hospital network was designed with the aim of capturing data on patients’ facial pain symptoms, diagnosis as well as management plan. The results from both stages were compared and analysed.

This audit was approved by the NHS Grampian Clinical Effectiveness Unit and was assigned project ID 2145.

**Results**

The first part of our audit showed that 37 of 50 patients with facial pain had at least one of rhinological symptoms (nasal obstruction, rhinorrhoea, post-nasal drip and/or anosmia). Eight patients had positive nasal endoscopy findings of CRS, which showed pus or mucosal disease at the middle meatus or presence of nasal polyps. Twenty-one patients had completely normal nasal endoscopic findings. The rest of 21 patients had septal deviation and/or inferior turbinate hypertrophy. Further details of endoscopic findings are shown in Table 1.

Clinical details provided in the CT scan requests were also exa-
mined. Only 2 requests stated the indication for the scan were for pre-operative planning. The rest of 48 requests indicated that the scan were to assist in diagnosing CRS. Thirty-six % of patients complained of pain over maxillary sinus, 16% over the frontal sinus and 14% in the periorbital region. The other 34% of patients had pain at other sites, which include temporal, teeth, retro-orbital and pre-auricular. Thirty patients had no evidence of CRS on the scans (LMS = 0) and 11 patients had minimal disease (LMS = 1 - 4). Nine patients were found to have significant disease on the CT scan (LMS ≥ 8) and all these patients proceeded to have sinus surgery. Eight patients had septoplasty with or without reductions of inferior turbinates. Twenty-five patients continued their medical treatment for CRS.

In the second cycle of the audit, 31 out of 50 patients with facial pain analysed had at least one of associated rhinological symptoms. Forty were found not to have evidence of pus, polyp or mucosal disease on nasal endoscopic examination and therefore CT scans were not requested in these patients. Thirty-four of these 40 patients were diagnosed and treated for non-sinogenic causes of facial pain. Six of them did not meet the EPOS criteria for CRS and therefore were diagnosed as non-classifiable facial pain at the initial clinic consultation. Only 10 patients had positive nasal endoscopic findings and proceeded to have CT scan of paranasal sinuses. Four patients had significant mucou-
periosteal disease on the CT scan (LMS > 8) and proceeded to have sinus surgery. The remaining 6 patients (LMS < 4) were treated for non-sinogenic facial pain. The list of diagnosis of non-sinogenic causes of facial pain made in this cycle of study is outlined in Table 1.

Discussion

Facial pain and headache in the anatomical distribution of the paranasal sinuses pose a clinical challenge. This is usually made complicated when patients also present with rhinological symptoms such as rhinorrhea, post-nasal drip and nasal obstruction and therefore are often presumed to have CRS. Multiple studies have shown that an average of more than 70% of patients who meet the diagnostic criteria for migraine are self-diagnosed or diagnosed by their primary care doctors as suffering from ‘sinus headache’. This common misconception is shared not only by many patients but also by their health care professionals. These patients usually had medical treatment for CRS already instigated by their primary care practitioner or through self-medication with little improvement to their facial pain. Their referrals often lead to clinicians requesting CT scan of paranasal sinuses to delineate the extent of mucoperiosteal disease.

The EPOS 2007 publication provides clear guidelines on the diagnosis and management of CRS. The diagnosis of CRS is symptom based and CT scans or plain x-rays are not recommended to diagnose this condition. The addition of nasal endoscopy has been reported to improve diagnostic accuracy and should be emphasized as an early diagnostic tool. Recent publication of EPOS 2012 placed more emphasis on nasal endoscopy especially in moderate to severe disease. Agius found that patients with facial pain as their principal symptoms of CRS were significantly less likely to score positive for CRS on CT scans and those with CT positive were significantly more likely to have evidence of disease on nasal endoscopy. The use of nasal endoscopy for investigating facial pain patients with presumed CRS would help to reduce the use of CT scan, costs and radiation exposure.

The International Classification of Headache Disorders stated that chronic rhinosinusitis is not validated as a cause of headache or facial pain unless relapsing into an acute stage. Non-sinogenic facial pain such as migraine, tension headache, mid-facial segment pain and trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TAC) may manifest in the anatomical distribution of paranasal sinuses. Because of the overlap of distribution and the nature of referral of pain associated with non-sinogenic facial pain disorders, localisation to paranasal sinuses is seldom pathognomonic of CRS. We found in this audit that the areas commonly involved are the maxillary and frontal regions, which made up 52% of anatomical site of pain presentation in our patients in the first part of the study. However, only 16% of these patients had evidence of CRS on nasal endoscopy.

Autonomic symptoms of lacrimation, nasal congestion and rhinorrhea may further cause diagnostic confusion in those presenting with facial pain. Patients with migraine or trigeminal autonomic cephalalgia (TAC) may also present with nasal congestion, rhinorrhea and post-nasal drips. TAC is a group of primary headache disorders which include cluster headache, paroxysmal hemicrania, short lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT), and short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with cranial autonomic symptoms (SUNA). In 1908, Sluder described a group of neuralgic, motor, sensory and gustatory symptoms and signs. He hypothesised that these clinical findings were due to inflammation of the sphenopalatine ganglion and advocated topical treatment of the ganglion using cocaine or formaldehyde. The condition has now been classified under cluster headache due to common autonomic features seen with vascular type headaches. Schreiber et al., reported that on average of 60% of patients with IHS-defined migraine reported nasal congestion and runny nose, and 84% of them reported sinus pain. In both cycles of this study, we found that on average of 68% of patients with facial pain also complained of at least one rhinological symptom. In these patients, only 18% of them had positive nasal endoscopic findings of CRS, which showed pus, polyp or mucosal oedema at the middle meatus.

In the evaluation of patients with facial pain, history taking and physical examination with nasal endoscopy are essential in differentiating between sinogenic and non-sinogenic causes. A study of 108 patients who had mucopurulent discharge at endoscopy found that only 29% of them complained of facial pain. The diagnosis of CRS can be also made by applying the EPOS diagnostic criteria. EPOS only recommends the use of CT scan in complicated cases, those that failed maximum medical therapy and to delineate anatomy in surgical planning. Many studies support this recommendation as CT scanning in CRS has been shown to have poor correlation with patients’ symptoms and more than a third of patients may have incidental findings.

We found that in the first cycle of our audit, CT scans were inappropriately performed on patients presented with facial pain. We acknowledge that it is difficult to ascertain in this study whether these patients had optimum medical treatment for their presumed CRS and therefore had CT scans requested for further investigation or pre-operative planning. We could only assume the indications for these patients based on the details provided on the request forms. Therefore, we can conclude that in the first cycle of this audit that the CT scans were inappropria-
tely requested in 84% of patients. In the second cycle, we found that application of IHS definition of CRS and EPOS guideline in diagnosing, investigating and managing CRS are not only helpful in preventing unnecessary CT scanning but also in the work-up of non-sinogenic causes. However, CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) should be performed in patients presenting with warning signs or red flag features of potential secondary causes [16]. Imaging should also be considered if the underlying disease or condition cannot be diagnosed with thorough history and clinical examination and or if patients not responding to medical treatments.

Due to the complex nature and various aetiologies associated with facial pain, we also advocate a multidisciplinary team (MDT) approach in order to provide a more comprehensive assessment and management to these patients. Our facial pain MDT at the NHS Grampian currently comprises various clinical specialties which include the otolaryngology, neurology, neurosurgery, oral and maxillofacial; and anaesthesiology. This set up allows a more pragmatic approach to patient care and avoid extensive and unnecessary investigation.

**Conclusion**

The CT scan of paranasal sinuses is a necessary tool for preoperative planning. Application of criteria for diagnosis and management of CRS avoid unnecessary scanning in facial pain and allow for consideration of other potential diagnosis of non-sinogenic causes. Our audit also indicates that rhinological symptoms are common in facial pain and their presence should not signify a diagnosis of CRS. Imaging modalities are useful in complex cases especially in those with potential secondary causes.
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